General KAD Questions

1. Please provide full and accurate schematics/blueprint of entire B1
2. Request to view SK1 PDFs for all the Cañada academic spaces
   a. i.e. Similar to scheduled Dance Room Meetings
      i. Cañada KAD Academic Office - All KAD
      ii. Cañada KAD Athletic Training Room - Head Athletic Trainer, AD
      iii. Canada KAD Student Athlete Weight Room - All Head Coaches, Nick Carr, AD
      iv. Cañada KAD Team Room - Head Men’s Basketball Coach, Head Women’s Volleyball Coach, AD
      v. Cañada KAD Gymnasium - Head Men’s Basketball Coach, Head Women’s Volleyball Coach, AD
      vi. Cañada KAD Dance Studio – All Dance Faculty
      vii. Cañada KAD Classroom – All KAD
      viii. Cañada KAD Storage - All KAD
     ix. Cañada KAD Fitness Floor - All XAD
3. Are all instructional spaces aligned with Cañada College enrollment minimums?
4. Please confirm Level 3 (rooftop) will be available for Cañada College academic purposes
5. What is the plan for Canada students and student athletes for in and out access Help desk/log in?
6. What is the access plan around B1 and Field access?
   a. i.e. PE Vans, Gator, setup/breakdown of events to and from field
7. Will Cañada College Academics begin utilizing the building before or at the same time as the Enterprise?
8. Please confirm Cañada Academics will have first right of refusal regarding all scheduling of B1 space

KAD Office Space

9. Will there be an AD office space?
10. Will there be a Division Assistant office?
11. Will there be 12 offices for other faculty and staff, plus room for growth?
   a. i.e. addition of faculty, staff, athletic teams/programs
   b. Pull office space from enterprise

Athletics

12. Will there be a dedicated Hall of Fame area in B1?

Cañada KAD Weight Room

13. Please confirm the Cañada Weight Room is solely for the use of Cañada student athletes
14. What are the schematics of the Canada Academic/Student/Athlete Weight Room?
   a. What is the square footage?
   b. When do we begin programming the room (equipment/IT/flooring setup)?

**Athletic Training**

15. Will the Athletic Training Facility be solely Canada Athletic academic space (not shared space)?
   a. FERPA
   b. Field access
      i. Gator field access?

**Team Room**

16. What’s the plan for the athletic team room allocation post B1 opening?
   a. Visiting team room serves 15

17. Cañada Athletics will need to 3rd Team House to fully accommodate Intercollegiate sports
   a. Men’s Soccer, Women’s Soccer, Baseball each need their own Team Room

**GYM**

18. Bleachers to be compliant with NCAA/CCCAA specifications (capacity of bleachers should be at minimum of previous Cañada gymnasium)
   a. Schematics for basketball hoops for main court, side courts, and scoreboards and where will they be located?

**Dance**

18. Please confirm that the two dance studios are designated solely for academic instruction.

**Fitness**

19. Will there be log-in capability for fitness classes? (Similar to what is used in the learning center and previous B1)

20. Will there be an enclosed area to fit 20-30 people on the general fitness floor as a jump-off point Canada College Instruction?

21. Does the Cañada Athletics Fitness floor meet minimum size requirements for 45 student Athletes?

**Storage**

22. Please provide specific plan, square footage, and storage space for Cañada Instructional Items
   a. Basketball hoops (6)
   b. Volleyball poles/nets
   c. Instructional Equipment - Uniform/Apparatus

**Classroom**

23. Is the KAD meeting room within the offices sufficient for a department meeting of 25 people?
24. Is the 35-person SMART classroom dedicated to Cañada lecture/Instruction
   a. All instructional spaces within B1 should be able to serve all Cañada students

Spin Room / Additional Activity Rooms
   25. Spin room and all other activity rooms need to hold a min. of 35 students
   26. Spin room must account for space to hold 35 apparatuses for instruction

Laundry
   27. Will Cañada College KAD have a designated Laundry Room equipped with 2 washers and 2 dryers?

Swimming Pool
   28. Is the swimming pool designated for academics and student/Athlete use?
   29. Does the swimming pool meet NCAA/CCCAA certification?

Roof auxiliary space
   30. Is the 3rd level rooftop space designated for academics and student/student athlete use?